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WORDLESS-WORD
ਗੁ ਰ ਕਾ ਸਬਦੁ, ਕੋ ਵਿਰਲਾ ਬੂਝੈ
Rare is the Person who Understands Shabad

PART – 4

‘KHOJI’

SHABAD Part-4
In the rays of the sun all the virtues of the sun are present. The seven colours
life current
heat
light
purity etc.
are virtues whose
limitless
changeless
spontaneous
omnipresent
bounties etc., have been provided by the sun to the whole world through
its rays from the very beginning.
For this sunlight, we
did not think about it,
didn’t have to plan for it
never made a request for it,
did not make any effort,
never paid any price
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Whenever we are seperated from this divine bounty or ‘sunlight’, it is
certainly not the fault of the ‘sunlight’ or the source of the sunlight, the
‘sun’.
If for some reason we move away from the sunlight, then we move away
from the comfort giving virtues of the ‘sunlight’. When we move again into the
illumination of the sunlight, then we once again enjoy the comfort giving warmth
and light of the sunlight. Moving from darkness and coming into the presence of
the ‘sunlight’ is our own ‘earning’ our own effort.
In the same way when we, through the cultivation of ‘Word-Consciousness’
remain in God’s presence, then automatically we obtain the divine gifts of the
Timeless Being. Similarly, whether we ‘enjoy’ the ‘illumination’ and ‘warmth
or ‘remain seperated’, is dependant on our efforts or the cultivation of the
‘Word Consciousness’.
Of the endless bounties of the Primal Lord Waheguru, the most priceless, the
most rare, and the biggest gift is indeed the ‘Shabad or Word’. Through the
illumination of the ‘Shabad or Word’, all the Divine virtues and comforts etc.,
are obtained spontaneously. For this reason the intuitional illumination of the
Shabad or Word is indeed the sign, the insignia or the nature of Divine blessing.
The Guru blessed Ram Dass Sodhi with Guru’s status, which is the token of
being the embodiment of the True Lord.
623
The Shabad, the Word, is the true seal of the Lord’s approval.
It is through the Perfect Guru, that the Wise Lord is known.

1188

It is important to mention a truth here, that the obtaining of the blessings of
the ‘Shabad or Word’ and many endless gifts from the Guru cannot be compared
with the efforts or attempts of the devotee. In other words, in the face of blessing,
the effort or the attempt of the devotee is just in name only. When a devotee
puts in spiritual effort or endeavour, the Guru bestows upon him infinitely more
blessing than what he expects or hopes for. The Satgurus have used the word
‘nihaal’ to express the happiness, bliss and gratefulness that sprouts in the mind of
the devotee on obtaining these blessings and gifts.
By Guru's Shabad, he sees the Lord with his eyes.
By Guru's Shabad, he applies the ointment of spiritual wisdom to his eyes; the
Merciful Master, in His Mercy, unites him with Himself.
1065
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In his mercy, the Guru has implanted the Name within me and has made me
happy with his Shabad.
Slave Nanak has attained the inexaustible wealth; the Lord Master’s Name is
his wealth and property.
1315
What sort of gift is this, which we receive only by our own asking?
Nanak, that is the wonderful gift, which is received from the Lord, when He is
mightily pleased.
474

To understand the in-depth meaning of the ‘glance of grace’, the
example of ‘motherly love’ is being given –
In the mother’s heart, a ‘current’ of love spontaneously keeps flowing for her
child, but sometimes when a child is able to ‘delight’ it’s mother with some lovefilled innocent sentiments, then a unique love develops in her heart for the child.
In the overflowing of this intense motherly love emotions, the mother’s whole
‘self’ or ‘body’ spills over into her extraordinary actions and (in this state) she
cuddles the child in extraordianry ways, uttering beautiful sentimental words to call
the child. From the deep recesses of her love filled heart, various positive wishes
and blessings spontaneously ‘spring’ forth. The mother’s blood and her whole
body melts with warm love and takes the form of ‘milk’ which over-flows from
her bosoms. This whole play is the manifestation or magic of the intense wave of
the over-flow of ‘motherly love’s affectionate desires.

Exactly in the same way, sometimes when God’s devotees or
‘beloveds’, innocently get intoxicated in ‘Divine-love’, and in the intensity
of faith-filled desire, spontaneously present some faith-filled offering, then
like the mother, in response to the extraordinary innocence filled
affectionate desire of the Its devotee, the blessings and the heart of the
Primal Being too spontaeously gets overwhelmed and over flows. From
His doorway and home, He blesses (His devotee) with Divine gifts –
‘Naam’, ‘goblet of affection’ and ‘service’ etc together with enormous
amounts of numerous other verbally requested boons which in Gurbani
have been referred to as ‘nadhari nadhar nihal’ and numerous examples
are available in our Guru’s history of such happenings.
Bhai Gurdas Ji, gives the examples of jewel, bill of exchange and the
seed of the boh tree to stress the point that by imbibing the ‘Shabad or
Word’ in the heart, it is difficult to estimate the good fortunes and blessings
that the Satguru showers (on his devotees).
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Just as a precious stone looks small in the hand, but when sold it fills the
treasury with cash.
Just as the bill of exchange that is tied to the frills of an apparel has no
weight, yet when presented to the rich merchant he exchanges it will a huge
amount of cash.
Just as the seed of the boh tree is very tiny but when sown, it flourishes
into a very huge tree.
In the same way, the gathering of the word of the Guru, is known to gursikhs
and its importance will only be realised when one goes to the court
of the Lord Waheguru.
Kabet B G 373

In Gurbani the word ‘Panch Shabad’ (five primal sounds) has been
used many times. This word is a figure of speech, a poetic method to
indicate ‘love-filled Divine bliss’. Many devotees take ‘Panch Shabad’ to
mean, hearing the five types of sounds in the sub-conscious or
consciousness and believe this to be the unstruck melody. Some
denominations regard the ‘Mantra’ of the five words as the ‘Panch
Shabad’. In this way quite unnecessarily we get involved in petty debates.
To free oneself from such external debates and fallacies, the following
discussion is presented.
Before the cultivation of the ‘Shabad’, our mind, consciousness and
intellect are dominated by the ways of corruption. In the corrupt mind,
‘base’ thoughts and emotions unexpectedly and automatically and
‘continuously’ keep gushing out like a fountain or spring. Only a humanbeing can quietly experience these base thoughts in his consciousness.
But when the seeker starts to cultivate the ‘Shabad’ or Word, then
slowly through the grace of the Guru, in place of the base thoughts and
emotions sprouting in his mind, virtuous Divine thoughts, emotions and
deliberations such as–
desire for love
godly-praise
love of the Primal Being
selfless service
divine bliss
spiritual blooming
Divine Will etc.
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keep sprouting continuously by themselves like a ‘fountain’ or ‘spring’
from the consciousness or ethical-self.
In this way the ‘Shabad or Word’ manifests and extends in many
waves, colours and forms in the consciousness.
It is these internal Divine thoughts, emotions and Divine spiritual flights
that are called ‘unstruck-word’ or ‘Panch Shabad’. It is important to indicate
here that, as in the first situation where no special effort, strength or discipline was
needed to generate base thoughts and emotions, in the very same way, upon the
linking of the ‘Word & Consciousness’, Divine thoughts, emotions and waves of
love flights keep spruting spontaneously in the Consciousness and keep the
seeker connected to the feet of the Primal Being Waheguru. This is what is called -

chantless-chant
unstruck word
pure-word
within my mind, I enjoy the Lord, Har, Har.
goblet of love’s silent word
unstruck melody
thundering presence of the universal Lord
The foundation of these divine thoughts and intentions is the ‘Guru’sLove’. That is why there is not even an inkling or trace of exhibitionism or
egotism in them.
Bhai Gurdas Ji has affirmed clearly that a person savouring Naam,one
who merges his Consciousness in the ‘Shabad or Word’, hears only the
‘Naam’ or ‘Shabad’ instead of the ‘five-words’ or ‘musical sound’, and
regards the disputes of musical sounds as unnecessary. Thus, he merges and
remains intoxicated only in the silent language of ‘godly love’, divine
inclinations or ‘unstruck-word’.
The gurmukh while immersing his meditational faculty in the Word listens to
the Word alone even as the five types of musical sounds resound.
Considering the ragas and nadas only as the medium, the gurmukh discusses
and recites with love.
VBG 6/10
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The Guru’s word he receives is Waheguru, the wondrous Lord, and remain silently
immersed in delight.
VBG 4/17
When a gurmukk, Guru orientated one, listens attentively to, or himself sings the word of
God, that is equal to the five ecstatic sounds in the brain of the yogi.
VBG 6/18
Absorbing consciousness in five qualities of word (para, pasyanti, madhyama, vaikhari
and matrika), one tames all the all the five times five, that is all the proclivities of human
nature.
VBG 40/20
The Lord is manifest in the tenth gate, where the celestial strain resounds to the
accompniment of the sound of five musical instruments.

1291

In the Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy, with the cultivation and earning
of Gurbani, the seeker obtains cash ‘bounties’ or ‘blessings’. These blessings or
bounties can be stated as follows:No matter how many difficulties, distresses and miseries a human being faces,
they all sprout from base thought and deeds. Through the cultivation of the
‘Shabad or Word’, the seeker, rising above the pain and comforts of materialism,
sometimes momentarily experiences or becomes aware of a flash of divine
serenity. Remembrance of those moments of divine serenity, keeps encouraging
him again and again towards the cultivation of the ‘Shabad or Word’.
With the internal practice of the ‘Shabad or Word’, the intuitional
deliberations or thought process of worrisome and anxiety-ridden etc. notions stop
emerging, and the mind of the seeker, experiencing a pull of some strange
Divine feeling, gets motivated towards the cultivation of ‘word-consciousness’.
Generally, the human intellect and sub-consciousness gets polluted with envy,
duality sensual desires making one selfish, leading towards a path of destruction.
On the other side, through the illumination of the Shabad or Word, the human
consciousness and intellect gets fashioned according to the authentic school of
the Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy and that very same consciousness and
intellect, filled with the inspiration of Divine knowledge, treads the path of
selfless service and generosity.
` Passing through many births and under the influence of negative company in
this life humans abides in the ‘materialistic black prison’ of doubt-fallacy or in the
pitch-darkness of ignorance. But through the intuitional knowledge of Guru’s
Shabad or Word, this whole materialistic world begins to appear like a mountain
of smoke and the darkness of ignorance simply disappears.
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When the Lord’s Shabad abides in the mind, the darkness of
ignorance is dispelled.
Meeting with my Friend, the True Guru, I have obtained the Divine knowledge.
798
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When the Guru comes and kindles the lamp of the great Divine knowledge in
darkness, the mortal’s attention is fixed on God.
172

In materialistic doubt-fallacy human being remains worried under numerous
difficulties, miseries, distresses, worries and fears. In the intuitional illumination of
‘Shabad or Word’, materialistic doubt-darkness gets erased and the seeker leads a
spiritually blissful life.
He, within whose mind the Guru’s Shabad abides, his sorrow, pain
and doubt flee.
1076
I meditate on the Lord, the Destroyer of doubt and dread, and know
not any other.
1233
Immaculate are the true persons and no filth attaches to them.
By Guru's Shabad, their doubt and dread depart.

686

The human mind remains sleeping in the rapture of tri-attributive materialism.
It has been referred to in Gurbani as a nightmare or a deep heavy sleep. With the
cultivation of ‘Word-Consciousness’ the seeker spontaneously arrives at a
‘Divinely -awakened’state.
The young bride of the age of her young Bridegroom is awakened through
the Shabad and is pleasing to her Groom.
844
There are some persons who reflect on the Shabad and ever remain
awake.
1047
Lord’s riches cannot be stolen and burgled, as the Shabad melody wells up
in him and he keeps awake.
1039
On the religious plane, a lot of seekers entangled in various forms of doubt, keep
practicing numerous hollow official rites and ritualswhich is akin to churning water, In
this way their gross mind is unable to differentiate or make a decision about something
being good or bad, true or false etc. However, in the company of Sadh Sangat, the
company of the holy, with the cultivation of the Word, the seeker acquires a ‘swan like ’
purified mind and he is able to differentiate between truth and falsehood.
Nanak has met with the Guru-God and is emancipated through the True Shabad.
878
Ever truthful and immaculate am I, O Nanak, and by Guru’s Shabad, my strife is
ended.
844

The whole world’s knowledge and science is limited to the three attributes of
materialism.
7
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Since religious knowledge is tempered with personal maxims, schemes,
and intelligence, no uplifting or beneficial change comes in the life of a
seeker. On the other hand, science is satisfied in the pursuit of knowledge
concerning only the peel or the outer layer of the creation. But the
‘spiritual essence-knowledge’ capable of bringing about a change in life,
can only be acquired through intuitional deliberation or contemplation of the
Guru’s Shabad or Word.
The mortal should rest his mind on the treasures of the true spiritual wisdom
and meditation, and ought to remain attuned to the One Lord’s Shabad.
1332
By the Guru's Shabad, he applies the ointment of spiritual wisdom to
his eyes, the Merciful Master, in His Mercy, unites him with Himself.
1065

In the absence of the intrinsic experience of intuitional knowledge, an
ordinary man cannot have insights simply from worldly or religious aspects. At
every turn in life he takes a wrong step and later suffers the painful consequences.
The life’s path as stated in Gurbani, is a tested and an experiened truth,. For this
reason when a seeker, through thought, word and deed, does the cultivation of the
‘Shabad’ or Word in the sadh-sangat, the company of the holy, gains profound
insightst such that all his worldly, social, political, religious, house-hold deeds and
actions are beneficial and ideal for the whole world.
Nanak, I have obtained deep vision and peace and with the Guru’s Shabad
my soul is consoled.
1107

Under the influence of karmic actions from the previous birth, and the
current ones, man, in the process of fulfilling his low inclinations, is
automatically engrossed in base type of company, entertainment, literature etc.
But when, with the blessings of the Guru, the seeker tastes the relish and the
sweetness of the ‘Shabad’ or Word in the Sadh Sangat, the company of the
holy, then he automatically and spontaneously detaches himself from the
company of base people, books, thoughts and learns art of living in the
Divine realm.
He, who ever remains detached by the Guru’s Shabad; His mind is
attuned to the True Lord.
1061
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The truth is, our knowledge and actions are the weapons of our sinful
mind. That is why without our knowing we keep on committing numerous
mental and physical sins. But with the cultivation of the ‘Shabad’ or Word,
man becomes ‘attached to the soul’ and the sins of both the previous births
and this birth, get destroyed.
8

He, who enshrines the True Shabad within his mind and heart; his sins of
many births are washed off.
1143
The Guru's Shabad destroys millions of misdeeds.

1195

According to the Gurbani line –
The mammon affects in many ways.

182

The multi-coloured, enchanting maya , overpowers the human mind and
keeps flaming the flames of hope and desire within. In the process of
fulfilling these needs, the mental tension within also keeps increasing.
Only through the cultivation of the ‘Shabad’ or Word can man free
himself from this terrible ‘whirlpool’ or the ‘ocean of grief and fire’.
Only the continuous practice of contemplation can ‘calm’ the intoxicating,
multi-coloured hunger of materialism.
Spiritual ignorance and desire burn this human body.
Alone his fire is extinguished who acts upon the Guru’s Shabasd. 1067
I have silenced my ego, quenched the fire of my desires and contemplating the
Shabad have obtained peace.
1045
Nectar-sweet is the Guru’s Shabad, it banishes all the craving and hunger. 850

The play of ‘Spiritual wondrousness’ is beyond the realm of the three
qualities or attributes of materialism. For this reason the philosophers,
writers, poets, artists etc. cannot create the intuitional awareness through
their work of art. The experience or awareness of ‘Divine Ecstacy’ can
only take place through the ‘Shabad’ or Word.
The Supreme Creator-Lord has created the play of Nature and by His Shabad,
has shown the wondrous dhow.
1037
His limit no one knows.
It is through the Perfect Guru, that I have obtained understanding.
Nanak, wonderous are they, who are inbued with the Lord’s truth and
singing His praise they became delighted.
1036

After adopting a religion, to progress spiritually, the seeker espouses
numerous disciplines like chanting, penance, rites-rituals, restraints etc. But
inspite of all these lengthy and arduous disciplines he makes no spiritual
progress.
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For this reason to ensure the spiritual progress of the seeker, the Satguru has
stated that the cultivation of the ‘Shabad’ or Word is the purest form of
chanting, penance, pilgrimage, restraint, etc.
Through the Guru’s Shabad it is realised that meditation, austerity and sef discipline are
within the mortal.
1092
All the virtuous deeds, religious acts, purifications, self mortifications,
devotions, austerities and pilgrimage to the holy places abide in the Lord’s
Name.
1332

According to the line in Gurbani -‘Through the Word of the Guru's Shabad, He
is pervading everywhere’, the Lord through the ‘Shabad’ or Word is pervading our
heart and the whole creation and through the cultivation of the ‘Shabad’ or Word,
HIS presence or closeness or proximity can be experienced.
Ever close at hand is the Lord. Deem Him not afar.
Through the Word of the Guru's Shabad, realize that He is very near.

1069

In ocean, earth and sky, He is unmanifestly contained and
by Guru's Shabad, His sight is seen.

597

My Master is eternal. He is seen by practicing the Shabad meditation.

509

The Lord is ever close at hand. Deem Him not distant.
Under Guru's Shabad, realize God within thee.

116

With the current material based scientific knowledge and philosophy, human’s
life, instead of becoming more serene and righteous, is becoming more base and
defiled. With the cultivation of the ‘illumination-form’ of the Shabad or Word,
a‘storm’ of ‘intuitive knowledge arises in the seeker’s sub-consciousness, making
life untaiinted with the disappearance of doubt, superstition, the darkness of
anxiety and duality. In this way one receives the ‘darshan’ or the experience the
presence of the ever pervading, ever manifest Primal Lord.
So, brethern, the storm of Divine knowledge has come. It has wholly blown away the
thatched hut of doubt and even the bonds of mammon have not been left.
331
The lightof the Shabad lamp, iis pervading the three worlds.

664

Searching within and without, I have ultimately seen God through the Guru’s Shabad.
752
Remembering the Shabad, my soul is illumined and I now remain merged in
celestial bliss.
753
The Shabad, of the True Guru, is the light of the lamp. With that the darkness of the
body-mansion is dispelled and the beauteous cabin of jewels is opened unto me. 821
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To recognize pure gold, it is essential to be knowledgeable about all the
characteristics and the attributes of gold. Exactly in the same way The Creator’s extent, only the Creator knows, or knows the valiant Guru. 930

it is only through the illumination of the Guru’s Shabad or Word that the One
Primal Lord can be unraveled, discovered and recognised. Without the
awareness or the cultivation of the ‘Shabad or Word’, man, setting aside the
main worship of the Lord Waheguru, keeps wandering in the worship of numerous
gods, goddesses and prophets.
Through the Guru's Shabad, they realize the One Lord, that One True Lord.
1285
The Shabad alone is the True seal of the Lord’s approval.
It is through the Perfect Guru, that the Wise Lord is known.
1188
Good many men wail for Thy vision, O Lord.
Through the Guru’s Shabad, some rare one realises the Lord and
blends with Him.
1188
O Nanak, through the Shabad, the True Creator Lord is recognized.

688

There is ONE Primal Lord, but in the realm of materialism’s three attributes,
every entity or thing occurs in pairs, like suffering-pleasure, you-me, good-bad etc.
Over numerous births, under the influence of egotism, engrossed in the three
attributes of materialism, man’s every thought, desire, action takes place in ‘second
love’ or duality. The doubt of this ‘duality’ or ‘double-mindedness’, can only be
removed by the ‘spontaneous-bliss’ of the Guru’s ‘one Shababd or Word’.
The Guru's Shabad, burns the love of duality.
Wherever I see, there I see Him alone.
Duality and evil intellect I have eradicated through the Shabad.

129
1051

Day and night, he ever devoted himself to the Lord’s meditation, and through
the Shabad, was rid of his duality.
1133

Both the gross physical body and subtle mental faculty, are regarded as the
main components of the spiritual path. The body is the tool of the mind, needed to
manifest thoughts, emotions and desires. The source of physical sewa or service, the
leadership, and inspiration also takes birth in the mind. The joy in the mind from
selfless service and benevolence, sprout through the cultivation of the ‘Shabad
or Word’.
11
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In other words, it is only through the intuitional contemplation of the Shabad
or Word that true sewa or service takes place.
Theservice of the Guru is to ponder over the Shabad.

223

They serve their Lord by reflecting over the Perfect Shabad.

512

One who contemplates the Shabad, and does Guru’s service.

906

I serve the True Guru, and praise the Shabad.

1048

In the flow past karmic flow, the human lower consciousness keeps wandering
in numerous directions at great speed. The principal purpose of all the religious
disciplines is to ‘fashion’ or shape the mind. Through the practice of chants,
penance, rigorous physical postures and many other difficult physical and mental
rites-rituals the secret of the mind is not discovered. The secret of mind’s
wandering, sinful condition and its many other subtle mysteries can only be
understood and unravelled through the ‘Shabad or Word’.
With the Guru’s Shabad, the soul is pierced through and the Lord ever abides
with the man.
548
God’s mansion is found through the Name, so contemplate thou the God’s
Name.
1386

The being or form of Waheguru and His creation is beyond mind, intellect,
space, time, words etc., that is why according to Guru Ji –
By hearing everyone call Thee great (O Lord!). But one who has seen Thee
knows, how great Thou are.
9

only he can state the praises and eulogies of the fathomless Primal Lord, who
has experienced the presence of the Primal Lord. That is why it is only through
the Guru’s Shabad or Word that the bliss of the Primal Lord’s wondrous praise and
eulogy can be experienced.
Through the Infinite Shabad of the Guru, night and day, I ever sing the praise of the
Lord.
593
Eulogising the Lord through Guru’s Shabad, the mortal merges in the Lord’s Name.
The Guru-ward sings the praises of Naam and Shabad.

791
1055

The praise of the true Master is true and His language is full of love. Hence,
12
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we can only worship the Primal Lord Waheguru, by speaking the language of
wondrous praise and godly love. However,we cannot joyfully experience the bliss
of ‘wondrous praise’ and ‘godly-love’ by our own self. To experience the taste
and relish of this wondrous language of love, the Satguru’s have
compassionately blessed us, with the inexhaustible supply of devotional
material in the form of ‘Bani or Word (directly) from the source’.
Under the Guru's Shabad, he ever meditates on God. This devotion is pleasing
to Him.
122
The Guru’s devoted Sikh ever sings praises of the immaculate Lord, and by Guru’s
Shabad performs His devotional service.
125
True devotion consists in enshrining affection for the Guru's Shabad.

159

(The man whom Lord gives His Name) performs His devotional service night and
day, under Guru's Shabad.
Some solitary man understands Guru's Teaching.
161

The human being was blessed with a priceless and difficult to attain life, to
enable him to carry out the transactions of virtuous deeds of service and simran.
But, being entangled in the wondrousness of materialism, this ‘precious-jewel-like
human birth’. is being traded for a worthless coin, because of numerous base
tendencies and ignorance. Divine transactions can be done only through the
Shabad or Word.
Reflecting on the Guru’s Shabad, the Guru-wards earn the God’s riches. 1414
Anyone who deals in the Lord’s Name; Through the Guru's Shabad, he attains the
Lord.
1062
By the Guru's Shabad, the merchants deal with Him and by His Grace, the Lord
unites them with Himself.
1059
The merchant who deliberates over the Guru’s Shabad, O brother, he securely
secures this merchandise.
636

Through love, devotedness and intuitional deliberations, the seeker’s
materialistic attachment gets burnt.
I am a sacrifice, my life is a sacrifice unto those who by Guru’s Shabad burn their
love of wealth.
129
Wealth and worldly love shall perish. It is by contemplating the Shabad that
one is saved.
911
In the fire of worldly valuables, the world is burning. Pondering over the
Shabad, the Guru-ward quenches this fire.
1049
Nanak, love of the worldly valuables is burnt through the Lord’s Shabad. 1176
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- Continued.

